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About Me

• Former Small Business Advisor and EU Business Support Project Manager.
• Before working in HE worked in micro and small businesses.
• First person in my family to go into HE.
• Main research interests: Gender and entrepreneurship education, gender 

and class in HE and the broader enterprise culture.
• Today I will focus on Gender and entrepreneurship education



“…language is not a neutral system which refers to 
‘real’ objects in the ‘real’ world, but instead… it is 

through language that the world is given 
meaning…In this way, language is ideological 

because it makes what is cultural appear to be 
‘natural’…” 

(Hollows, 2000:44)
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Gendered Discourses of Entrepreneurship: The 
Fictive Student and The Fictive Entrepreneur 
(Jones 2014)

• Bourdieu and Passeron’s concept of the Fictive Student.
• HE disciplines = gendered, Entrepreneurship = 

masculinised.
• How this underpins the Fictive Entrepreneurship Student 

and the Fictive Entrepreneur in HE entrepreneurship 
education and policy.
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“This class is not for you” An investigation of gendered subject 
construction in entrepreneurship course descriptions. (2018)
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Male Female

University Education

Male Female

Graduate Entrepreneurs
1: Embedding entrepreneurship --> 
embedding masculinity?
2: Wider understanding of gender in 
HE is ignored in entp. edu.
3: Lack of entp. definition, lack of 
discipline-specific texts, and 
educator pressures lead to adoption 
of default masculine material by 
powerful educators.
4: Do male students identify more 
easily with the masculine language, 
and feel like the ‘right’ fictive 
student.

?



85 module descriptions from 81 universities in 21 
countries

32 2

82

1



Bem, 1974

Ahl, 2006

Masculine/Feminine 

word count: 9:1

Updated & Adapted

Gaucher et al, 2011
Analysis – English Language Descriptions



“About” module “For” –
Focus on 

developing  
skills

“Through” - Develop 
idea to business 

plan or other 
simulation

“Through” 
-Actual
venture 
creation

Masculine high / 
Feminine none or low

Masculine high / 
Feminine high

Masculine low / 
Feminine none

Masculine low / 
Feminine low

Feminine low / 
Masculine none

Feminine high / 
Masculine none or low

No Gender codes

Types of Modules



“About” module “For” –
Focus on 

developing
skills

“Through” - Develop
idea to business 

plan or other
simulation

“Through” 
-Actual
venture 
creation

Masculine high / 
Feminine none or low XXXXX XXXXXXXX XX

Masculine high / 
Feminine high XX XXXXX

Masculine low / 
Feminine none XXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX

XXX XXXXXXX X

Masculine low / 
Feminine low XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX

Feminine low / 
Masculine none X XXXX

Feminine high / 
Masculine none or low XX X

No Gender codes XXXXXXX XXX X

Description-level analysis



• Value of About modules as an entry point in HE – more inclusive because 
broader.

• Through modules may exclude certain groups of students.
• The closer modules get to practice the more masculine the language – not just 

‘action’ – intellectual, visionary, competitive, creative capacities.

Led to Further Research
• Involved 100 students and explored the module selection process (Denmark 

and US)
• Developed highly masculine and feminine, and gender neutral module 

descriptions based on language in previously analyzed module descriptions 
(TAP)

• Explored cultural and gendered aspects of the module selection process.

What does this mean?



Some Emerging Themes

• Emotional Responses to Gendered Language: Gendered language evokes an 
emotional response in students. Hinges on a sense of assertiveness, strictness and 
risk of failure in the masculine-framed courses and one of student-focus, support and 
openness in the feminine-framed descriptions. This varied between DK and US.

• A Masculine Norm: Lewis (2006: 454) argues that ‘One of the luxuries of belonging to the 
privileged gender group is that one’s own gender is often invisible to oneself’. When 
masculinity is the norm, neutral language may look the same to a member of the 
privileged group. Women were more attuned to the differences between neutral and 
masculine descriptions. Men commented on their similarity.



Some Emerging Themes
• The Intersection of Gendered Language and Culture: US students (men and women) 

appreciated the ‘closeness’ of the professor, talking to them directly as a student in 
feminized descriptions. Danish students felt it was too close (power distance).

• Reframing Entrepreneurship as a Feminized Activity: Early indications that students 
with a more nuanced understanding of entrepreneurship – gained through prior 
experience - and who also engage with extra curricula, entrepreneurial activities, find 
feminine course descriptions more appealing, compared to those with no ‘real’ 
experience. 



Potential Implications
• Suggests that gendered language does sensitize students to the ’fictive’ or ideal imagined 

student, who will benefit from and do well on these courses. 
• Suggests educators should consider alternative ways of framing entrepreneurship courses. 

It is possible to find approaches that do not privilege masculinity and risk alienating both 
male and female students. 

• Could help educators to reflect on how their own attitudes and beliefs about 
entrepreneurship, and their ‘ideal’ entrepreneur and student, are reflected in their course 
descriptions, and how the learning environment they promote might be perceived by 
students as a result.

• Implications for higher education and business support community more generally and the 
use of, and responses to, gendered language.




